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1. Introduction 
802.16e allows several MIMO transmission schemes [1]. It is generally perceived that, at low SNR, 

space-time codes (STC) perform better due to their ability to exploit antenna diversity, while at high SNR, 
spatial multiplexing (SM) schemes are preferred for being able to support high rates with simpler modulation 
and demodulation. Thus, systems need to be able to switch between STC and SM modes to have good 
performance in both low and high SNR regions. Recent developments of the notion of diversity-multiplexing 
tradeoff (DMT) [2] and the STC designs that achieve the optimal DMT (e.g., [3]), however, suggest that it is 
possible to attain optimal diversity while having the transmission rate grow with SNR. A noteworthy feature of 
most of the existing optimal DMT STCs is that they consist of special transforms of QAM symbols. Given that 
STCs are open-loop schemes that allocate equal power to all antennas, it is possible for the transmitter to adjust 
its transmission rate according to the average SNR feedback through simply selecting different sizes of QAM 
constellations. 

In this contribution, we compare the throughputs of different MIMO schemes assuming that they can adapt 
their rates according to the channel SNR. The same set of possible rates is used for all schemes, which means 
that these schemes will need the same amount of feedback for rate adaptation. Simulation results show that the 
optimal DMT STCs have the best throughputs in both low and high SNR regions. Thus employing this structure 
alone suffices for different application scenarios. This conclusion suggests that it is possible to enhance the 
throughput while avoiding the encoder/decoder and control signaling design difficulties due to multi-mode 
switching and operation. 

2. Simulation Setting 
This contribution considers the following MIMO schemes: Alamouti STC (matrix A in 802.16e), SM 

(matrix B in 802.16e), transmitter-receiver beam-forming with singular value decomposition (SVD), and 
optimal DMT STC. 2×2 MIMO channel is considered as an example. Thus the Golden code proposed in [3] 
(similar to matrix C in 802.16e) is used as the optimal DMT STC. 

The Golden code is a full rate, full diversity STC which achieves the optimal DMT. It has the form of  
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TABLE I in [3]. If necessary, the Golden code can be used as an inner code to guarantee full diversity for any 
rate, and concatenated with an outer code to obtain better coding gain [4][5]. 
 It is assumed that the transmitter can switch between the following rates: 2 bits, 4 bits, 8 bits, and 12 bits 
per channel use (PCU). This means that the same amount of feedback is needed by all schemes for rate 
adaptation. For all schemes, QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM constellations are used to implement these rates. We 
simulate these rates separately and plot their throughputs on the same figure. Assuming that optimal rate 
adaptation is possible, the rate with the highest throughput at a given SNR is picked to show the optimal 
throughput achievable by a particular MIMO scheme. 
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 The channel is assumed to be i.i.d. Rayleigh distributed on different transmit-receive antenna pairs. Within 
a block of 2 symbol times, the channel is fixed, while the channel changes independently from block to block. 
For fair comparison, it is assumed that every 48 information bits are considered a frame and CRC checked. A 
frame is considered lost if any information bit in it is incorrectly decoded. 
 For Alamouti STC, the receiver uses linear detection. For SM, zero-forcing filtering with successive 
interference cancellation is used. The optimal DMT STC receiver employs sphere decoding. For all schemes, 
the channel is assumed perfectly known at the receiver. For SVD based SM, in addition to the average SNR 
feedback used for rate adaptation (assuming equal transmission power and same rate on all modes), the 
transmitter beam-forming matrix needs to be fed back from the receiver to the transmitter as well. In order not 
to impose too much additional signaling overhead, the transmitter beam-forming matrix is optimally quantized 
with 2 bits and 4 bits, respectively. In order to overcome the inter-mode interference caused by quantization 
errors, the receiver of the SVD based SM performs MMSE filtering instead of using the SVD receiver 
beam-forming matrix. 

3. Simulation results 
In Figure 1, the thick red line sketches the highest throughput achievable by the Golden STC, assuming 

rate adaptation is allowed. The thick blue and the green lines sketch the achievable throughputs of Alamouti 
STC and SM, respectively. From Figure 1, we can see that Golden STC outperforms the other two schemes in 
almost all SNR regions. 

 
Figure 1: Comparison between Golden STC, SM, and Alamouti STC. 
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In Figures 2 and 3, Golden STC is compared with SVD with 2-bit and 4-bit additional transmitter 
beam-forming matrix feedback, respectively. Again, the achievable throughput of the Golden STC (thick red 
line) is higher than that of SVD in all SNR regions. 

 
Figure 2: Comparison between Golden STC and SVD with 2-bit transmitter beam-forming matrix feedback. 
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Figure 3: Comparison between Golden STC and SVD with 4-bit transmitter beam-forming matrix feedback. 

4. Conclusions 
In this contribution, we compare the throughputs of different MIMO schemes (Alamouti STC, SM, 

transmitter-receiver beam-forming with SVD, and optimal DMT STC) assuming that they can adapt their rates 
according to the channel SNR. The same set of possible rates is used for all schemes, which means that these 
schemes will need the same amount of feedback for rate adaptation. Simulation results show that the optimal 
DMT STCs have the best throughputs in both low and high SNR regions. Thus employing this structure alone 
suffices for different application scenarios. This conclusion suggests that it is possible to enhance the throughput 
while avoiding the encoder/decoder and control signaling design difficulties due to multi-mode switching and 
operation. 
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